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Something I have found is that 
Peoples emotions are like the weather
Changes every day and how they are 
treated
The weather because of climate change 
and that’s what we’ve done
Our parents try to shape us into the mold
Starts as we are kids we weren’t supposed 
to notice
The sunshine we were told always had to 
be shining on our faces and onto others
Their smile is like, sun 
You can always tell when people start to 
act different
The seasons are changing
When their whole mood is ruined because 
someone said one thing 
Because they couldn’t just keep it in their 

own clouds
People get hurt and pretend they’re fine 
because we are told the sun always looks 
better shining 
That is what our society wants
The perfect weather
Parents to child taught only sunshine can 
show through 
Then rains start 
All because that one person couldn’t share 
their sunshine but a storm 
Rain, is unpredictable,
Rain will always be there hiding in the 
dark clouds even if the sunshines
Rain can come from anywhere 
But rain feels cool 
Rain helps the flowers grow
Rain is the earths way to grow the Earth

NOTE FROM THE CREATOR:

I made this because I have had a lot of people 
asking me how I always have a smile on when 
I come to school and my friends always ask 
how I stay so peppy. In reality a person can 
seem happy and cheery but they can be going 
through something you truly never know! 
This piece is just about the normal feelings 
someone can go through happiness and 
sadness and there is nothing wrong with feeling 
however you feel.

The tears that run heal our wilting flowers
But it won’t always last, rain will always be 
temporary
But we need the rain and sun 
We need those feelings, 
The weather is like feelings.

the weather like feelings
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